Instructions for speakers: How to upload your slides for ICRFD2020
Log in with the same credentials you used to submit the abstract and to register to the conference.
THEN YOU ARE REDIRECTED HERE. PLEASE INSERT YOUR CREDENTIALS AND PRESS «LOGIN WITH INDICO»
THEN YOU ARE REDIRECTED HERE. PLEASE CLICK ON «My Contributions» under «My Conference».
AFTER CLICKING YOU ARE REDIRECTED HERE. HERE YOU SHOULD SEE YOUR CONTRIBUTION. IN THIS EXAMPLE YOU SEE A FAKE CONTRIBUTION I CREATED FOR TESTING PURPOSES. PLEASE CLICK ON THE CONTRIBUTION LINK.
THEN YOU SEE THIS PAGE. IF YOU SCROLL DOWN YOU WILL SEE «PRESENTATION MATERIALS» WITH A PENCIL ICON CLOSE TO IT. PLEASE CLICK ON THE PENCIL SYMBOL.
THEN THIS PAGE APPEARS. PLEASE CLICK ON «UPLOAD FILES»
THEN THIS PAGE APPEARS. PLEASE DRAG YOUR SLIDES IN THE BOX OR CLICK ON «Choose from your computer» and locate your slides on your computer
ONCE YOU HAVE SELECTED YOUR FILE, YOU MUST CLICK on the button close to «PROTECTED» in order to activate file protection.
IN THIS WAY THE ACCESS CONTROL LIST BECOMES EDITABLE.

PLEASE CLICK ON «REGISTRANTS»
PLEASE CLICK ON THE TEXT THAT APPEARS Registrants in «Participant registration».

This level of protection guarantees that only users registered to the conference will be able to access your slides.
AT THIS POINT YOU ARE READY TO UPLOAD THE SLIDES. PLEASE CLICK ON UPLOAD TO COMPLETE THE PROCESS.
THEN THIS BOX RE-APPEARS. IF YOU ARE OK WITH YOUR SLIDES PLEASE CLOSE THE BOX
You can now see that materials have been added to your contribution.
In the end, please go to the timetable, locate your timeslot and verify that your slides are there.